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Abstract- User-contributed Web data contains rich and diverse
information about a variety of events in the physical world, such
as shows, festivals, conferences and more. This information
ranges from known event features (e.g., title, time, location)
posted on event aggregation platforms (e.g. Event Brite, Face
book events) to discussions and reactions related to events shared
on different social media sites (e.g., Twitter, YouTube, Flickr). In
this paper, we propose the challenge of automatically identifying
user-contributed content for events that are planned and,
therefore, known in advance, across different social media sites.
We mine event aggregation platforms to extract event features,
which are often noisy or missing. We use these features to
develop query formulation strategies for retrieving content
associated with an event on different social media sites.

II. RELATED WORK
We describe related work in three areas: quality
contentextraction in social media, event identification in
textualnews, and event identi_cation in social media.
Existingapproaches to find and organize social media content associated with known events are limited in the amount
and types of event content that they can handle.
Most related research relies on known event content in the
form of manually selected terms (e.g., “earthquake,”
“shaking” for an earthquake) to describe the event. These
terms are used to identify social media documents, with the
assumption that documents containing these select terms
will also contain information about the event.
Unfortunately, manually selecting terms for any possible
planned event is not a scalable approach. Improving on this
point, a recent effort used graphical models to label artist
and venue terms in Twitter messages, identifying a set of
related Twitter messages for concert events. While this work
goes a step further in automating the process of associating
events with social media documents, it is still tailored to a
particular type of event (i.e., concerts) and restricted to a
subset of the associated social media documents (i.e.,
documents containing venue and artist terms). Importantly,
these related efforts focus on identifying site-specific event
content, often tailoring their approaches to a particular site
and its properties. We experiment with formulating queries
for each social media site individually, and also explore
ways to use retrieved content from one site to improve the
retrieval process on another site. Our contributions are as
follows:
 We pose the problem of identifying social media
content for known event features as a query generation
and retrieval task.
We develop precision-oriented query generation strategies
using known event features.

Keywords- This information ranges from known event features
(e.g., title, time, location) posted on event aggregation platforms

I. INTRODUCTION
Event-based information sharing and seeking are common
user interaction scenarios on the Web today. The bulk of
information from events is contributed by
individuals through social media channels: on photo and
video-sharing sites (e.g., Flickr, YouTube), as
well as on social networking sites (e.g., Face book, Twitter).
This event-related information can appear in many forms,
including status updates in anticipation of an event, photos
and videos captured before, during, and after the event, and
messages containing post- event reflections. Importantly, for
known and upcoming events (e.g., concerts, parades, and
conferences) revealing, structured information (e.g., title,
description, time, and location) is often explicitly available
on user-contributed event aggregation platforms (e.g.,
Last.fm events, Event Brite, Face book events). In this
paper, we explore approaches for identifying diverse social
media content for planned events.
Automatically identifying social media content associated
with known events is a challenging problem due to the heterogenous and noisy nature of the data. These properties of
the data present a double challenge in our setting, where
both the known event information and its associated social
media content tend to exhibit missing or ambiguous
information, and often include short, ungrammatical textual
features.

III. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
It is a simple graphical formation that is used to represent a
system in terms of the input data to the system, various
processing carried out using these data, and then comes the
output, outputdata is generated by the system. Figure1 show
the dataflow of the system. First step is the login step. For
every login there is authorized login and the user
login.secondly,we can view the details of user. Afterwards
user can create shedules which are further stored in the
database, which can be used while searching schedules
accordingly. This process is followed by twitter, orcut,
facebook as well as social site but in social site it
additionally includes databases of above mentioned three
social sites for searching all schedules.
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for user and viewing user details, creating shedules, search
shedules for more popularity for admin respectively
Activity diagram:

Fig.3 Activity Diagram
Sequence diagram:

Fig1.DataFlow Diagram.
Use case diagram:

Fig.4 Sequence Diagram
Above diagram shows sequence processing of the events
while user login.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a query-oriented solution for
retrieving social media documents for planned events across
different social media sites. This work provides an essential
step in the process of organizing social media documents for
events, towards improved browsing and search for event
media. Using a combination of precision-oriented and
recall- oriented query generation techniques, we showed
how to automatically and effectively associate social media
documents with planned events from various sources.

Fig2.Use-Case Diagram
Fig 2 . Shows the use-case diagram the which shows the
steps evolved by user as well as by admin.The above fig
describes the details done by user as well as by
administration which are user registration, view user details,
createshedules, searchshedules, search to find all shedules
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Importantly, we demonstrated how social media documents
from one social media site can be used to enhance document
retrieval on another social media site, thus contributing to
the diversity of information that we can collect for planned
events.
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